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Abstract

The Information Systems Crimes Law No (30) of 2010 has been dealt in detail and other traditional criminal laws were discussed in brief. The primary objective of the current study was to determine the Jordanian legal mechanism for fighting cyber-crimes with concentrating on Information System Crimes Law, 2010, cyber-crime’s terminology, nature and scope, and challenges to criminal justice system in Jordan. The second objective was to determine and analyze Jordanian criminal statutes of cyber-crimes, cyber-criminal activity, cyber-crimes against Persons, and cyber-crimes against property, criminalities and technology. A final objective was to identify impact of cyber crimes on criminal law, limitations of Jordanian cyber-crimes law of 2010.
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1. Introduction

In today’s globe, the threat of cyber-crimes has affected all the levels of life, it breaches security of communities by targeting both individuals and organization with smart techniques and all counter tech-tools, as “perimeter-intrusion detection, signature-based malware, and anti-virus solutions” are not sufficient for compacting this type of crimes (Deloitte, 2010). The new generation of crimes as the result of the enormous developments in the digital globe differs somewhat from conventional offences. In cyber-crimes the criminal does not carry a revolver or burgles the mall market, but while having full privacy at home and by using his or her computer or laptop through Internet starts with commission of the crime and the victim will at any corner of the world. The major serious threats of crimes committed cyberspace, as outcomes of the growth of information society that are affecting the essential services such as “water and electricity supply now rely on ICTs, cars, traffic control, elevators, air conditioning and telephones also depend on the smooth functioning of ICTs”, and more complicated cyber-crimes has revealed such as “attacks against information infrastructure and Internet services, Online fraud and hacking attacks” (Gercke, 2012). As cyberspace offenders persist to generate and extend their techniques, they are also changing their aims by concentrating on business espionage and unauthorized accessing of both individual and governmental information. Hence, the legal, technical challenges of cyber crimes have increased, which means no country can solely fight fast-spreading cyber offences, where there is a need for each country to collaborate globally to develop its legal and technical mechanism for controlling such a threat (KPMG International, 2011).

As is always the case, national legislations takes into account the development of technology and its use by the criminals who continue to develop their techniques in order to carry out their criminal activities smoothly. The Electronic Transactions Act No (85), 2001 is deemed as the first law in Jordan that designed for the investigation and prosecution of cyber-crimes and computer-related crimes, but the major concentration of its provisions was on the electronic transactions from commercial angle and criminal prospective. The problem of the Jordanian traditional criminal laws in dealing with cyber-crimes is apparent, such laws were designed in the last century for the purpose of combating conventional crimes, and specifically those laws were designed at the time before the emergence of digital era in area as well as those law were translated from its historical French source on the time of Ottoman Empire with no significant amendment (Faqir, 2004).
2. Problem of the Study

The Phenomena of high-technology offences, including electronic, internet, cyber, crimes and computer related crimes, is new and has serious impacts on the contemporary societies due to the size of loess resulted from (Arab, 2002). Cyber crimes and computer enabled crimes have different characteristics in comparing with traditional crimes, and even there is a variety between physical space of criminal law traditional crimes and cyberspace of high-technology crimes including cyber-crimes (Hawkins, 2001). The main dissimilarities between virtual cyber-crimes and traditional offences are the object, venue as well as anonyms, while cyber crimes target data and information within cyberspace and committed in anonyms way, the traditional crimes target either property or persons within the physical world and there is always a physical scene for the committed crimes (Dunn, 2007; Finklea, 2012; Mitchell, 1995; Barry, 2012; Kenneth, 2011).

Jordan is not isolated from its global environment; it suffers from the negative impact of cyber-crimes and faces lot of challenges in dealing with the new type of cyberspace crimes. At the beginning, prior to the enactment of new Information Systems Crimes Law No (30) of 2010, there were many attempts to apply the paradigms of the traditional criminal theory contented in the Punishment Code of Jordan, 1960 but all of these attempts failed.

Cyber offences are considered as complicated issues for police force and judicial police in Jordan because they are new and unique crimes that differ from traditional ones. Police officers need to be trained in cyberspace technology and forensics in order to investigate and prosecute ant type of computer- enabled crimes. Additionally, the Cyber Crimes law, 2010 and other Cyber and Criminal Laws in Jordan have to be updated and amended in order to criminalize all the potential cyber crimes with outlining appropriate penalties for those crimes. The negative impact of cyber crimes can’t be mitigated unless the agents of the criminal justice system of Jordan are well equipped and knowledgeable about last continuing computer- related technologies and techniques.

Recognizing the vital obstacles and problems emanating from cyber-crimes, the current study is trying to explain the legislative defects in the Cyber Crimes Law of Jordan, 2010 and the problems faced by public authorities in dealing with those crime because the absence of legal foundation for investigating and prosecuting cyber-criminal activities within the context of Jordanian criminal justice system. Specifically, the study focus on: the definitions of cyber-crime, nature & scope of computer-related offenses, challenges to criminal justice system in Jordan, criminal statutes of cyber-crimes, cyber-criminal activity, cyber-crimes against Persons, cyber-crimes against property, criminalities and technology, effect of cyber offences to traditional legislation, limitations of Jordanian cyber- crimes law, 2010.

3. Hypothesis of the Study

The current study is about "the law relating Cyber Crimes in Jordan with special reference to Information System Crimes Law No (30) of 2010". The first hypothesis to be tested in this study is that there is a relationship between increasing cyber crimes in Jordan and legislative defects in the cyber- laws, the study shows that the absence of legal foundation in the field of cyber crimes poses more challenges on criminal justice agencies for investigating and prosecuting those types of crimes. The literature review of the studies revealed that the main traditional criminal laws might be incompatible for cyber crimes and special cyber laws are needed for these unique crimes. The second hypothesis of this study is the legal and technical challenges caused by cyber crimes linked with the existence of inefficient criminal and cyber laws.

4. Importance and Objectives of the Study

The primary objective of the current study was to verify the efficiency of legal instrument in Jordan for fighting cyber-crime by focusing on the provisions of Information System Crimes Law, 2010, cyber-crime’s terminology, nature and scope, and challenges to criminal justice system in Jordan. The second objective was to analyze Jordanian criminal legislation of cyber-crimes, cyber-criminal activity, cyber-crimes against Persons, and cyber-crimes against property, criminalities and technology. A final objective was to identify impact of cyber crimes on criminal law, limitations of Jordanian cyber- crimes law of 2010.

5. Methodology of the Study

The present study is an exploratory one and hence a multipronged methodology is used to complete the study. This is included analytical and descriptive method as far as historical development and analysis of legal framework is concerned. The analysis of impact of cyber crimes and the legal mechanism for compacting it in Jordan based on data that gathered through published annual Reports, Articles published in books, journals and newspapers etc. Electronic articles, books and materials posted on Internet websites are consulted. Thus, both primary and secondary sources are made use of in the completion of study. The sections of Jordanian

6. Challenges to Criminal Justice System in Jordan

Cyber-crimes represent a real challenge to all criminal justice systems all over the world including Jordan, as the matter of differences between cyber and conventional crimes discussed previously, it is seen that cyber-crimes are distinguished from traditional crimes because of its target, venue and anonymity. On this basis, such sort of crimes are unique in each and every sides of its elements, in some way requires from the police and prosecution authorities to be more vigilant, specialized and accurate in dealing with it.

In present days, the computer’s modern techniques become essential for all types of transactions and activities carried out by human beings within every aspect of their life., where fax, automated calls, mobile phones, imaging scans, medical equipments, surgical operations, e-commerce, elevators, e-transport and space communications, ATM cards, e-commerce, e- economy, control of the military machine and weapons of mass destruction are operated and controlled by technologies of computer. The use of Global Information Infrastructure contributes vitally in the increment of the size and number of committed cyber-crimes all over the world, where Jordan is not isolated from. The repaid technological advancements of space related techniques, security and political instability and diversification of cyber offences in most of countries generate some sort of complexity in controlling these crimes by public authorities, and make the criminal justice system and its different agencies very weak in combating such crimes.

Criminal justice system of any country is a real mirror for the degree of urbanization and civilization of society, as well as the observer for each negative behavior of its members. The shortage in the provisions of the Information Systems Crimes Law No (30) of 2010 (Cyber-crimes Law) might be referred to the lake of knowledge of Jordanian legislators about the real developments in network technology and the delay response to the speed developments in techniques of cyberspace. The present law is not suitable to be considered as the foundation for investigation and prosecution of cyber-crimes, because it has not covered the major cyber-criminal activities, as well as the absence of procedural solution for investigation and prosecution of this type of crimes. It is observed that the provisions of Cyber Crimes of Jordan, 2010 don’t provide sufficient coverage against several crimes committed in cyberspace, especially the computer-related crimes of aiding and incite hi-crimes, cyber-crimes, and computer-enabled offences of forgery and fraud.

In this regard, criminal laws in Jordan should be reviewed in order to combat cyber crimes, especially offences that have been criminalized under Jordanian Punishment Code, 1960 need to be entirely revised as to include the new generations of crimes committed in cyberspace. The digital evidences in the field of criminal cases to be treated in equivalent status of traditional and physical evidence for proving criminal cases, thus present Cyber Crimes Law in Jordan has no specific legal mechanism for combating and prosecuting cyber crimes on the light of absence of integration cyber-related crimes.

The main challenges of the legal system of Jordan is the delay in reviewing and amending criminal legislations as the speed development of technologies resulted always in bringing up new types of offences, especially in the field of new generated crimes of hi-technology, such as cyber-crimes. Hence, any future attempt to amend the Cyber Crimes Law, the Punishment Code or Criminal Procedural Code need to be made in cooperation with other countries and international society to avoid the problem of duplication and loss of resources, the experience of other countries in fighting cyber-crimes should be considered, especially with fast and speed developments of technology.

7. Criminal Statutes of Cyber-crimes

Jordan has enacted Electronic Transactions Act No (85), 2001. This law aims to facilitate the use of electronic means in order to conduct transactions, taking into account the provisions of any other laws, without making amendments or cancellations to any of these provisions and the application of these provisions should be in parallel with the International customary rules related with e-transactions and its technology exchange. The scope of this law is electronic transactions, records, signatures and any electronic information message irrespective whether these transactions are approved by any government department or official institutions. Therefore, it can be observed that the Jordanian Electronic Transactions Act No (85), 2001 does not deal with cyber-crimes in

---

1. Section 4 of the Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010 provides that: The provisions of this Law shall apply to the following: “A- Electronic transactions, electronic records, electronic signatures and any electronic data messages. B- Electronic transactions adopted in whole or in part by any governmental department or public institutions”.
direct way, even its provisions bring nothing on offensive action and design no penalties in this regard, because the legislator in that period may be was not well aware and understating the problem of computer related crimes.

The Information System Crimes Law No (30) of 2010 being the first Jordanian law on cyber-crimes, computer-enabled offences and crimes committed by use of electronic devices, this law was the production of fast governmental make up, as a temporary law made by the government it has not subjected to any type of parliamentary review or debates, therefore lot of criticisms are directed to its vague and confusable provisions.

The structure of Jordanian ISC Law of 2010 is very simple, it totally has 18 sections without chapters, and it embodies two types of substantive and procedural rules. This Law begins with preliminary definitions; describe cyber crimes under sections 3 to 12 and lays down penalties therefore. The Law also is applicable within the entire territories of Jordan and except otherwise provided, the capability of ISC law, 2010 is made even in the case of crimes committed outside Jordan.

Hence, the problem of investigating and prosecuting cyber-crimes faced by the different agencies of Jordanian criminal justice system still unsolved and the traditional criminal laws in our country are paralyzed before the new technology based crimes. The Cyber Crimes Law in Jordan is insufficient in its substance, because it is being referred in the reliance and process to the Criminal Procedural Code and Punishment Code half century – old. Up to this fact, there is a real need for an amendment – a detailed one – of the 2010 Law. Before doing so all related sectors in the country should be consulted not only inside the criminal justice system, but also in the private sector itself. Legislations and experiences of other nation for investigating and prosecuting cyber crimes should be taken into account for the purpose of enactment of sufficient and effective legal frame work to the cyberspace’s crimes.

8. Cyber-criminal Activity

Since decades ago cyber-crimes are considered as an artifact of computer systems, and these crimes became as a serious phenomena only with introducing the network system of computers (Alaganandam, 2005), where networking in the cyberspace differs from traditional media, like newspapers, radio, and television, because the Internet is a hybrid communication technology that could not be used only as mass communication, but also as personal communication within limited scope (El-Shehri, 2011). With Internet a progressively essential element of everyday life, perpetrators are uncovering new playing fields in cyberspace (Chen, 2010).

The criminal activity takes place in cyberspace when it is connected with a network, and especially uses the computer as target, tool or place for the committed offence. Cyber-crimes cover a broad scope of criminal activity that may include basically crimes against persons, property or government. The criminal activity in cyber-crimes takes varying forms as following:

9. Cyber-crimes against Persons

This type of crimes may include several criminal activates such as transmission of child-pornography, immoral harassments, displaying pornography and indecent exposure, cyber-homicide (Louis, 2000), extortion (Goodman, 1997) and cyber-bullying (Su & Holt, 2010). It is, however, hardly to say that the cyber-crime has any direct harm on human-body at least till this moment, but may be imaginable in future. Moreover, the cyber stalking or what is known online harassment and intimidation take varying forms on the cyberspace, where it may include the sexual, racial or religious harassments (Jaishankar, 2007). The crime of child-pornography is defined as "any audiovisual material which uses children in a sexual context" (Council of Europe, 1993); such offence is classified as a cyber-crime when it is committed by using a computer or network system.

Under the Jordanian Information System Crimes Act No (30) of 2010, there many acts that recognized as cyber-crimes against persons, such as cyber-pornography^1, cyber-crime against right to privacy^2, cyber-espionage^4.

Cyber-pornography is penalized under Section 8 of the Jordanian Information System Crimes Act, which stipulates that: “Anyone who intentionally transmits or publishes through an information system or any information network anything heard [audio], read or graphic containing pornographic materials involving or relating to sexual exploitation of those who have not attained eighteen years of age”. The child pornography is recognized by this Act as a cyber-crime against person whom their age does not exceed eighteen year, because

---

^1. Section 8 (a), (b) and (c) of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010
^2. Section 3 (b) of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010
^4. Section 5 of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010
they are considered children and easily effected by the crime of pornography. Section 8 of the Information System Crimes Act No (30) of 2010 states also the tools by which the child pornography may be committed, these are “an information system” or any information network”, which can be used for transmitting, publishing pornographic materials. Such intentional acts are considered as illegal and punishable by paragraph (a) of Section 8 of the same Act. For example, using the Internet of any sort of pornographic transmission or publishing can lead to an imprisonment for not less than 3 months and fine of JD300 to JD5000. The legislator made the punishment for child pornography more severe in paragraph (b) of the same Section, when the act is committed against child who suffers from psychologically or mentally disabled, the punishment here is the imprisonment for not less than two years and 1000 to 5000 JD fine7. Moreover, It is noted here that the Jordanian legislator under section 8 (c) designs more severely punishments for the perpetrators, who commit the crime of exposing children with psychological and disabilities to prostitution or pornographic activities, they are punished more severely with the temporary penal servitude and JD 5000 to 15000 fine8.

Cyber-crime right to privacy is embodied implicitly in section 3 (b) of the Jordanian Information System Crimes Act, where the paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section stipulates that “Anyone who intentionally accesses a website or information system in any manner without authorization or in violation or excess of an authorization….. for the purpose of for the purpose of disclosing, extinguishing, blocking, altering, changing, transferring or copying data or information”. Therefore, the violation of the privacy of person on his own private data or information, either by the act of authorized or un-authorized access to the information system or network, amounts into a cyber-crime in the language of section 3 (a) and (b) of the Information System Crimes Act9. Under section 3 of this Act this crime is punished with a penalty of imprisonment from 3 months to one year, and JD 200 to 1000 fine10.

Cyber-espionage is “the intentional use of computers or digital communications activities in an effort to gain access to sensitive information about an adversary or competitor for the purpose of gaining an advantage or selling the sensitive information for monetary reward” (O’Hara, 2010: 242). The current Jordanian criminal law prohibits the act of espionage in many fields, especially in relation to banking, commercial and financial transactions, the Information System Crimes Act of 2010 prohibits cyber-espionage in section 5, which prescribes this act as “eavesdropping on what is transmitted through the Internet or any information system”11.

10. Cyber-crimes against Property

Cyber-crimes against property is all physical offences committed by the use of computer system or network systems, and usually aim at destroying or preventing others' property. In this language the Jordanian legislator preferred to deal with all traditional crimes against property that already provided in the Jordanian Punishment Code as cyber-crimes on the basis of using the computer or network in its commission. Section 14 of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010 stipulates the possibility of the application of provisions of this Act on all physical crimes against property in case of proving its commission by computer

---

5. Information System can be defined as “a combination of people, hardware, software, communication devices, network and data resources that processes (can be storing, retrieving, transforming information) data and information for a specific purpose”. See in general the definition of the term of “information system” at http://wiki.answers.com/Q/What_is_the_definition_of_information_system (Accessed June 20, 2012)

6. Information Network can be defined as “a service that provides a variety of information services to subscribers on a dial-up basis, it is also known as subscription data base”. See http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/information+network (Accessed June 20, 2012)

7. Section 8 (b) of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010

8. Section 8 (c) of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010

9. Section 3 (a) and (b) of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010

10. Section 3 (b) of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes Act No (30) of 2010

11. Section 5 of the Information System Crimes Act of 2010 stipulates that Any person who intentionally, without obtaining permission from the Attorney General, capture or intercept a wire, oral, or electronic communication, or any information system, and thereby obtain any information transmitted over any electronic system, is punishable by imprisonment for not less than one month and not exceeding one year or a fine of not less than (200) two hundred dinars and not more than (1000) thousand dinars, or both penalties.
usage, such crimes as provided in the Punishment Code, 1960 are theft\textsuperscript{12}, purchasing, selling and mediation of stolen materials\textsuperscript{13}, robbery\textsuperscript{14}, intimidation and extortion\textsuperscript{15}, unjust usage of others belongs\textsuperscript{16}, fraud\textsuperscript{17}, exploitation of minors and incapable persons\textsuperscript{18}, fraud against creditor\textsuperscript{19}, hiding information or counterfeiting certificates of the property\textsuperscript{20}, issuing a check without balance\textsuperscript{21}, and abuse of trust\textsuperscript{22}.

The outcomes of online crimes may be always same as offenses in the real realm analogues (McMullan & Rege, 2007). For instance, cyber-theft, like the traditional crime of theft, demands that the perpetrator have behaved with the motive of depriving the victim from his/her property. This condition is seen in most of the crimes of theft or steals against property, such as online commercial or financial fraud, counterfeit, extortion or blackmail etc. The culpability of cyber-crimes against property may remain the same for all other online crimes either its commission were against persons, states or morality. The criminal activity or behavior of human-beings is steady in both physical and virtual offence, and for long time ago criminal justice agencies gained good experience in understanding human misbehavior, thus there is no need change the theories of crimes entirely in the term of dealing with the crimes of new digital era.

11. Cyber Crime from Police Perspective and the Problem of Prosecution

All over the world, criminal law deal in proper way with all types of computer related offences or electronically committed offences. Cyber crimes are relatively neoteric as they originate from and in associated with the world of digital globalization, which intimidates the operation of the computer as something precious for the informatics' community.

The impact of cyber-crime on criminal law in Jordan has different legal and procedural dimensions; it generates problematic and serious impacts on both police and public prosecution efforts for prevention crimes and achieving justice. In this regard, such type of crimes still poses a threat to social security of people due to unique nature of the series of activities carried out by using computers, hi-technological and electronic devices. This new sort of “offenses” forced Jordanian criminal legislator for a comprehensive review of the provisions and rules of criminal law, this review showed that the traditional criminal laws in Jordan are paralyzed to solve the problems of these crimes, because the application of such laws requires the occurrence of these offense on material properties, while the subject of cyber crimes might be nonphysical properties not covered by these laws (Arab, 2002).

In Jordan, police faces two types of difficulties in dealing with cyber crimes, these are mainly substantive problems related to the new nature of those crimes and the inadequacy of traditional legal provisions, while the other problem is procedural, such as the difficulties of preventing and proving crimes (Afifi, 2013). Upon these problems, any medications or changes to the Jordanian Cyber Crimes Act should concentrate on the function of judicial police and justice agents in compacting cyber crimes and computer-related crimes, this task can be achieved only by vesting their powers by confining the work of net providers to the prior permission of police, which needs also police to be more involved with the global efforts in fighting cyber-ism (Afifi, 2013).

The special and unique features of the cyber-crimes and the it’s hidden, confidential and anonymity nature imposes more challenges in the face of public prosecution in Jordan, the task of public prosecutor in detecting crimes and offenders very complicated. In the light of increasing of this type of crimes, there was a real need to amend the Law of on Public Prosecutor (11) of 2010, because cyber crimes investigation should be carried by central prosecutors and specialists, as provided in Section 16 of the same Law, in order to accomplish the

\textsuperscript{12} See Sections 399-401 of the Jordanian Punishment Code No (16), 1960.
\textsuperscript{13} See Sections 412 and 413, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{14} See Section 420, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{15} See Section 416, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{16} See Sections 417 and 418, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} See Sections 418, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{18} See Sections 420, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{19} See Sections 421, Ibid.
integration for control such crimes, therefore prosecutors have to be subjected to comprehensive training programs (Abu Jumaa, 2012).

Before 2010, prosecutors and judges in Jordan were entirely relied on Punishment Code, 1960 in dealing with cyber-crimes, by restoring to ordinary provisions of this law which are related to criminal activities of theft, trespass, crimes against property and criminal mischief. Moreover, the power of prosecutor to investigate such crimes were restricted to the general theory of searching and seizing by limiting access to information systems and computer’s data in the same way made to physical terminals. The situation has been changed by enacting the present Information System Crimes Law (Cyber Crime Law)\(^{23}\), which was approved on 3rd August 2010 in order to “address a legal vacuum in new digital crimes that the Jordanian criminal law could not address effectively, and to provide trust over internet networks for internet users” (Olwan, 2010).

The new law has addressed a variety of crimes that were not covered by the Punishment Code, 1960. It criminalizes several cyber related crimes, as provided in Sections 3-11 of the Information Systems Crimes Law (Cyber Crimes Law, 2010). Harsh penalties were brought up by the same Law like imprisonment punishment including hard labor and higher fine in cases of entering the information systems for “intent to copy, transfer, alert, damage, or abolish any data or information” (Al Tamimi, 2010). The Law also set up a legal infrastructure for treating different types of “credit banking scams” and made them punishable with imprisonment and fine, as well as new activities such as child pornography, sexual exploitation and online prostitutions were criminalized and made punishable by the Cyber Crimes Law, 2010 (Al Tamimi, 2010). Moreover, the Jordanian Cyber Crimes Law, 2010 paved the way before prosecutors and judges to refer to the provisions of punishment Code, 1960 in all traditional crimes that may be committed by any electronic means, such as communication offences, harassment and offences against the person.

12. Limitations of Jordanian Cyber-crimes Law, 2010

Despite Jordan’s Cyber Crimes Law, 2010 criminalizes a number of electronic crimes or information, but still a lot of cyber activities are not criminalized and simply it becomes upon the prosecutor or the judge to refer to the provisions of the Jordanian Penal Code, 1960. There are many actions and activities have been criminalized by the Law, theses namely are unauthorized access to information system\(^{24}\), tampering with information systems through destroying, deleting or copying it\(^{25}\), impersonation\(^{26}\), impeding the information system by jamming or disruption\(^{27}\), or interception of information by unauthorized electronic eavesdropping\(^{28}\), unlicensed obtaining information about credit cards and financial or banking transactions\(^{29}\).

The law also prohibits pornography, sexual exploitation of children\(^{30}\), and activities of online prostitution\(^{31}\), facilitation or support of terrorist acts, promotion of terrorist ideologies\(^{32}\), and having illegally access to information concerning national security or relationships with foreign countries or safety and national economy\(^{33}\).

---

\(^{23}\) The Jordanian Council of Ministers approved the Information Systems Crimes Law (Temporary Cyber Crimes Law) No.30 of 2010 on the 29th of August 2010, and which has come into force on the 16th of October 2010.

\(^{24}\) Section 3 (a) of the Jordanian Information Systems Crimes (Cyber Crimes Law) No. 30, 2010

\(^{25}\) Section 3 (b), Ibid

\(^{26}\) Section 3 (b), Ibid

\(^{27}\) Section 4, Ibid

\(^{28}\) Section 5, Ibid

\(^{29}\) Section 6 (a) Ibid

\(^{30}\) Section 8 (a), Ibid

\(^{31}\) Section 8 (d), Ibid

\(^{32}\) Section 10 , Ibid

\(^{33}\) Sections 11, ibid
The Jordanian Information System Crimes Act No (30) of 2010 is limited in scope. There are many acts that are not recognized as cyber-crimes such as cyber theft, cyber purchasing, selling and mediation of stolen materials, cyber staking, cyber prepared rubbery, cyber intimidation and extortion, cyber harassment, unjust usage of others belongs, hiding information or counterfeiting certificates of the property, cyber defamation, issuing a check without balance, and abuse of trust. However, most of the offences which are provided under the Punishment Code of Jordan, 1960 as traditional crimes can be cyber crimes with rapid technological developments, but they are not covered by the present Law as some amendment to be made here either to the Punishment Code or Cyber Crimes Law. On the same context, it can be observed that the present Cyber Crimes Law, 2010 has no single provision about intellectual property rights or domain names. According to Jordanian jurist Yonis Arab, a Jordanian cyber law specialist, the protection of intellectual property rights and domain names should be the main focus of any cyber law (Arab, 2002: 32), thus the absence of this issue under Jordanian Cyber Crimes Law is questionable?

Section 12 (a) and (b) of the Jordanian Cyber law, 2010 creates another controversial issue among legal jurists in Jordan, where many of them consider it as unconstitutional because it encroach the right of individual to privacy already guaranteed under Article 10 and 18 of the Constitution of Jordan, 1952. This Section grants police forces and judicial police with power of entering cyber suspect’s houses for the purpose of search and seizure, which is considered as an investigative procedure conducted only by public prosecutors, except in cases of flagrant delict crimes that entrance private houses for purpose of search and seizure can be initiated by police forces or judicial police34 (El-Hiti, 2011).

13. Attack Techniques

Bots generally employ one of several attack methods, but sometimes use multiple techniques to create a network of compromised computers. Some of these approaches are quite sophisticated, such as Phatbot, which can generate a new encryption for itself each time it infects a new system. This makes it difficult for the software to find a common code signature for and thus recognize Phatbot. According to Ken Dunham, director of malicious code for Security Consultancy iDefense, Phatbot has successfully evaded detection by mutating itself from spyware to launch vitriolic DDoS attacks on compromised networks (Lyman, 2004). The following are some of the ways that attackers use to create networks of bots for themselves.

Chat: IRC is the most common used technique, including those in the large Phatbot/Agobot and Sdbot/Robot families as a way to communicate and receive commands from hackers (Leiban, 2002). IRC has a built-in mechanism for multicast capabilities which let attackers quickly send commands to all parts of a botnet without writing new code for the bot.

Peer-to-Peer: Many bots take advantage of peer-to-peer communication to infect computers with vulnerabilities. They connect to open-source file sharing technology such as Gnutella and work with the WASTE file-sharing protocol (Brumme, 2004). WASTE uses a distributed directory rather than a central server which lets bots easily find each other and communicate with one another. They can thus exchange hacker commands or other attack-related information among themselves. An attacker can initiate the process by serving as a peer in P2P network sending commands to one bot, which can then pass them onto the others. Thus, hackers don’t have to communicate to bots via IRC multicasting. Decentralized-based bot systems are harder for security officials to trace or shutdown than systems using a single IRC source.

Email Attachments/Worms: Many hackers use methods such as email attachments or worms to infect computers. Bots don’t replicate or spread on their own, but they can use the worms’ functionality to do so. In fact, hackers can spread bots more quickly with worms than with other methods. In addition, Botnets can spread worms faster than worms can spread on their own. The Symantec Security Response team said 2004’s Witty worm, which infected and crashed tens of thousands of servers, was probably launched by a botnet. According to Huger, “we saw Witty break out more or less at the same time from a hundred or more machines. The machines were all over the world but they had something in common: they were on our bot list of compromised computers,” he noted (Lemos, 2004).

14. Cybercrime Tools

Cyber criminals have developed a wide array of potential tools that have had varying degrees of success over the years. The following are a short list of some of these techniques.1) Bots: a bot (short for robot) is a computer on which a worm or virus has installed programs that run automatically and allow cyber criminals access and

---

34 See Section 28 of the Jordanian Criminal Procedural Code No (9) 1961, this Section define the flagrant
control. Cyber criminals use viruses or other bots to search for vulnerable computers where they can load their own programs or store data. A botnet is a collection of these infected machines that can be centrally controlled and used to launch simultaneous attacks. Spammers, hackers, and other cybercriminals are acquiring or renting bots, making it harder for authorities to track down the real culprits. Key logging: Key loggers are programs that covertly recover the keys typed by a computer user and either stores the data for later access or secretly sends the information to the author. The advantage of a key logger program is that the cybercriminal does not need to trick a user into supplying sensitive information. Bundling: Covertly attaching a virus or spyware to a benign or legitimate download, such as a screensaver or a game. When the computer user downloads and installs the legitimate file, they are unwittingly also giving permission to install the criminal program. Denial of Service: An attack specifically designed to prevent the normal functioning of a computer network or system and to prevent access by authorized users. A distributed denial of service attack uses thousands of computers captured by a worm or Trojan to send a landslide of data in a very short time. Attackers can cause denial of service attacks by destroying or modifying data or by using zombie computers to bombard the system with data until its servers are overloaded and cannot serve normal requests. Packet Sniffers: Software programs that monitors network traffic. Attackers use packet sniffers to capture and analyze data transmitted via a network. Key loggers capture passwords as they cross a network. Rootkit: A set of tools used by an intruder after hacking a computer. The tools allow the cybercriminal to maintain access, prevent detection, build in hidden backdoors, and collect information from both the compromised computer. Spyware: Software that gathers information without the users’ knowledge. Spyware is typically bundled covertly with another program. The user does not know that installing one also installs the other. Once installed, the spyware monitors user activity on the Internet and transmits that information in the background to someone else. Social Engineering: Social engineering is not limited to cybercrime, but it is an important element for cyber fraud. A social engineering trick deceives the recipient into taking an action or revealing information. The reasons given seem legitimate but the intent is criminal. Phishing is an obvious example, a certain percentage of users will respond unthinkingly to a request that appears to be from a legitimate institution. Worms and Trojans: A Trojan is a malicious program unwittingly downloaded and installed by computer users. Some Trojans pretend to be a benign application. Many hide in a computer’s memory as a file with a nondescript name. Trojans contain commands that a computer automatically executes without the user’s knowledge. Sometimes it can act as a zombie and send spam or participate in a distributed denial of service attack. It may be a key logger or other monitoring program that collects data and sends it covertly to the attacker. Worms are wholly contained viruses that travel through networks, automatically duplicate themselves and send data until its servers are overloaded and cannot serve normal requests. Specialized sniffers capture passwords as they cross a network. The new law relating cyber crimes in Jordan brings up both substantive and procedural provisions that can be said new for the criminal law environment. The old designed criminal laws in neither Jordan, neither the Punishment Code of 1960 nor Criminal Procedural Code of 1967 are applicable for cyberspace crimes, despite the fact which says that all offences provide in traditional criminal laws can be committed in the cyberspace. However, as abovementioned discussion the present study tries to investigate the way how the Jordanian Cyber Crimes Law, 2010 deals with issues of new types of cyber crimes, where it has been clarified for researchers that the aims that current law enacted for have not been be completed till this moment, thus there is a real need that the future amendments to this law should be made the Parliament and not Governments, simply because the present Interim Cyber Crime Law reflected the prospective of some private centers in Amman and has nothing to do with the social needs, where any law should be the spirit of the society, the law deals with cyber crimes has to be revised by special experts as it contains many techniques and complicated technologies related issues. Hence, upon the outcomes of the present study some recommendation can be summarized as following:

- The modifications for Information Systems Crimes Law No (30) of 2010 are required in some areas that related to specific cyber crimes, such as e-forgery, e-assisting cyber criminalities, and e-fraud; cyber hacking, virus attacks; e-theft, sabotage etc. Otherwise the same modifications can be carried out under the Punishment Code of Jordan, as these offences are provided in this law in their traditional forms.
- The Parliament and the Law Commission in Jordan should revise the provisions of Information Systems Crimes Law No (30) of 2010 by having clear-cut perceptions about the experience of other countries taking into account the fast advances and developments in cyber technologies all over the world. The Jordanian criminal procedures Code also should be amended in order to cover the new procedures and techniques for investigating and prosecuting cyber crimes.
Cyber law will need to change and evolve as quickly as hackers do if it has any hopes of controlling cyber crime. Law must also find a balance between protecting citizens from crime, and infringing on their rights. The great thing about the internet is how vast and free it is. Will it be able to remain the same way while becoming tougher on criminals? Only time will tell.

The current cyber law in Jordan has a positive impact on catching criminals in some cases when those are employers working within a victimized company, but it is hardly helpful to catch unknown hackers working from anywhere in the world. This is why it is essential to continue studying the experience of other states by applying its legal knowledge and techniques in order to strengthen cyber laws in Jordan and its role in compacting cyber crimes.
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